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REPORT 
On September 14th-16th, over 70 colleagues participated in the annual CONNECTEUR conference that took 
place at the university of Durham/UK.  

The conference was structured by the topics of the five working groups, each of whom had half a day to 
present a progress report, one 30 min keynote lecture, two 15 min lectures given by invited speakers, and 
poster presentations. Building upon the progress report, each working group posed questions that were then 
discussed in break-out groups, the results being reported back to the plenary afterwards. 

The WG4 keynote lecture was given by Chris Soulsby, University of Aberdeen/UK, on “Multi-proxy indices of 
hydrological connectivity at multiple scales”; one main approach was the investigation of how precipitation can 
be translated into the catchment hydrograph using travel time distributions, thus revealing the spatial 
distribution of connectivity based on mean travel times. Marco Cavalli, CNR/IRPI Padova/IT, presented recent 
developments of the index of connectivity, including a modification implementing unit stream power within 
the area of the channel network that makes the index more related to functional connectivity. Sebastiano 
Trevisani, University of Venice/IT, introduced a directional roughness index computed from high-resolution 
digital elevation models and discussed potential applications in connectivity indices. 

In the following sections, this report tries to summarise briefly the results of WG4 discussions regarding a 
number of questions raised by all working groups. While WG5 is not explicitly addressed here (due to me 
having to leave earlier), numerous issues we discussed are highly relevant for the topics of WG5. I have taken 
the liberty to highlight (in boldface) those issues I found particularly important for current and future work in 
WG4, and I encourage everybody who reads this and has different and/or additional thoughts to communicate 
them to me. 

WG1 questions 
Before I report on the discussion, let me highlight that the WG4 progress report showed that the 
“working definition” of connectivity coined during the WG4 ThinkTank meeting back in February 
2015 is remarkably close, if not largely identical, to the one that WG1 presented as the result of 
their ThinkTank meeting in April 2015: 

“Connectivity is a state variable of a system, representing coupling relationships between elementary 
units within a larger system. It reflects the potential of water/sediment to move through the system. 
It results from the (dis-)continuity of runoff and sediment pathways at a given point in time. 
Structural connectivity represents the spatial configuration of state variables, functional connectivity 
is process-based.” (WG4) 



“Connectivity is the degree to which a system facilitates the movement of matter and energy 
through itself. It is an emergent property of the system state. Structural connectivity derives from the 
system’s anatomy. Functional connectivity is inferred from the system’s process dynamics.” (WG1) 

We may conclude that we’re on a really good way to establish a useable definition of hydrological 
and/or sediment connectivity that can be widely adopted and agreed upon. However, due to a 
perceived lack of consistency in terminology (rather than definitions), a WIKI will be created where 
terminology issues can be discussed, with the aim of creating something like a glossary. Here is the 
URL – please get involved: http://connecteur.info/wiki/connectivity-wiki/ 

Here are the WG1 questions together with a summary of our discussion: 

• Should we separate structural/functional connectivity ? 
o Separation might be useful for practical reasons 
o Linked to that is data availability (e.g., less problems with data for structural 

connectivity assessment) 
o They‘re inseparable because connectivity is both the result and an emerging 

property of process activity (functional) on topography (structural) 
o Structural properties are useful for upscaling models and examine the effects of a 

wider range of processes in time and space 
o Might depend on purpose of investigation/application 

• Is connectivity the means to an end, or the end (i.e. the final goal of a study) ? 
o A reference that comes to my mind:  

Goodwin B. 2003. Is landscape connectivity a dependent or independent variable? 
Landscape Ecology 18: 687–699. 

o Can be both 
 End: as unifying concept, as management objective (=> aiming to more/less 

connectivity; however, this is only possible if connectivity has been identified 
as a cause for indesirable effects) 

 Means: Need connectivity to analyse/explain something else. 
You can infer connectivity from sediment flux (=> end), but it would probably 
be more useful if you could predict sediment flux/dynamics by means of 
(sediment source PLUS) connectivity assessment ! 

o If we infer connectivity from some measure (e.g. specific sediment yield - SSY), we 
can‘t explain this measure using connectivity. If we derive connectivity 
„independently“, we can try to see how it relates to system behaviour and/or 
properties/dynamics, e.g. SSY 

• Scale / fundamental units for which connectivity is assessed 
o Focus on time scale in discussion - basically connectivity matters on all time scales, 

even the geological one; however, this could be linked to spatial scale – on the very 
large spatial scale, connectivity might even matter on the timescale of millions of 
years, on the smaller spatial scale it might not 

o IT DEPENDS on the study area 
o Index can‘t describe process-form-feedbacks (if structure changes, index is no longer 

valid – this is more probable for longer time scales) 
o Fundamental units: landform (!), hydrological response unit, hillslope, catchment 

(the latter for practical reasons !?) 

http://connecteur.info/wiki/connectivity-wiki/


o „Landslide“ has location and extent, but is essentially a functional unit (couples 
hillslope to channel or not) 

WG2 questions 
• Is the 3B framework (3B=„Buffers, barriers, blankets“, c.f. Fryirs et al. 2007, Catena) useful ? 

o „is way too structural, way to discrete, I don‘t have clearly defined B‘s in my 
catchment“ 

o In other case, „effective catchment area“ (closely linked to the idea of 3B) proves to 
be a good predictor of sediment yield (=> Haas et al. 2011, Zeitschrift für 
Geomorphologie Suppl. 55) 

o Difference between two examples turns out to be the steepness within catchment 
(rolling/smooth/agricultural in first case, steep high-mountain in second) => 
„steepness of gradients governs ‚hardness of switches‘, in undulating landscapes 
they hardly exist“ 

o In essentially flat areas, additional controls of connectivity assume important role: 
e.g. artificial drainage, microtopography => important for geofactors within 
connectivity indices 

• What data ? 
o The end user‘s interested in water quantity and quality @ outlet (sediment load, 

nutrients/pollutants): Use connectivity to understand the system, but communicate 
only what user is interested in 

o For study, we need/produce data/map layers on (1) where are sediment sources (2) 
spatial distribution of connectivity, (3) model result => user is only interested in 3 

o We should communicate that connectivity is about offsite effects, connectivity is a 
means to identifying cascading effects 

o We have the responsibility to explain the tools we‘re using (with limitations) 
o Comment TH: looking back, these points are closely related to what we discussed in 

WG4 questions to WG4/”Stakeholder issues” 

WG3 questions 
• Is connectivity the input to models or the result of models ? 

o WG3 diagram is excellent  
 (explanation TH: This diagram was created by WG3; it shows that models can 

be classified on a continuum between “spatially distributed models that 
account for all processes explicitly” and “lumped models that parametrize all 
processes”. The former represent factors that affect connectivity in a 
spatially explicit manner, and connectivity emerges from the spatially explicit 
modelling of processes. The latter needs to be informed by connectivity 
indices to account for processes that are active within the “lumped spatial 
unit”. Measures of connectivity can be derived from all kinds of models, and 
could be used for lumping fine-scale results to larger spatial units (upscaling), 
and possibly also for disaggregating the results of lumped models into 
distributed information (downscaling), which is probably more difficult.) 

o Index has to be simple (by definition, kind of); Indices can be used in models, and if 
we use models for indices, they should keep it simple 

o Models could be used for dynamic indices 



o Index is neither purely the input nor purely the result => forms a „bridge“ (similarly 
to the discussion on whether connectivity was a means or an end) 

o Index as a comparative measure => use indices in different areas 
• Do indices differ for sediment and runoff connectivity ? 

o Yes; we can see runoff connectivity without sediment connectivity; on the contrary, 
sediment connectivity is closely but not exclusively linked to runoff connectivity (=> 
c.f. Bracken et al. 2015, ESPL, conceptionalisation with connectivity types 
fluvial/gravitative processes !), gravitative or aeolian processes, for example, may 
establish sediment connectivity without running water 

o Index should come with a range of grain sizes for which it is valid. So: multiple indices 
for multiple types of sediment load (bedload, suspended, solute) ? Suggestion: 
indices based on transport capacity would be more process-based/-related 

o In general: rules, assumptions, limitations of applicability must come with every 
index 

• Aggregation and disaggregation of indices 
o PDF of spatially distributed index within larger scale units: what does that tell us ? 

Could be a step towards upscaling of indices ? 
o Is downscaling of an index meaningful  ? Upscaling could be more useful. However, 

at different scales, different processes dominate connectivity. At larger scales, for 
example, microtopography is no longer a practical variable. Need to parametrise 
small-scale properties for use at larger scales. But: Similarity observed at different 
scales (=>fractal properties of landscape) 

o Hydrological connectivity (e.g. with subsurface-surface-interactions) is different from 
sediment connectivity in a cascading system; groundwater: downscaling of 
properties based on PDFs of variables 

o Scientific or applied problem/target => typical/fundamental scale => choice of 
index => if not available for typical/fundamental scale, aggregate (more feasible) or 
disaggregate existing indices 

WG4 questions 
• Validation of connectivity indices 

o Apply physically-based models to synthetic (?) catchments; track particles in model ? 
o Isotopes, fingerprinting, tracers, tagged particles 
o Important: ground-truthing, field visits with connectivity index map 
o DEMs of difference (“morphological sediment budgeting”): for poor connectivity, 

expect deposition near place of erosion; where connectivity is high, expect erosion 
without nearby deposition. 

o Rates of sediment flux at different locations 
 „I need sediment yield (SY) at catchment outlet only, I am only interested at 

the catchment as a whole, if I find a correlation of ‚mean connectivity index 
within catchment‘ and SY at outlet, I‘m fine“ 

 Sediment at outlet is not necessarily the sediment that has been mobilised 
within catchment during a given period 

 „Cavalli index“ said to describe lateral connectivity (with channel network as 
target), different approach for stream network (based on unit stream power) 
 



• Stakeholders 
o They don‘t want to know about our methods, they want results 
o Connectivity is about how important are spatially distributed processes => off-site 

effects, sensitivity to/propagation of changes 
o Stakeholder does not want connectivity map, they want e.g. „erosion risk“ / 

“management priority“ map 
o One could combine erosion risk (3 categories) and connectivity index (3 categories) 

to a matrix of 9 classes (c.f. intensity-frequency-classification in natural hazards risk 
assessment). Keep baseline and intermediate data for managers, but communicate 
only result. In Kirsty Fryirs‘ example, ‚connectivity‘ was deliberately not named ! 

o CONNECTEUR should not sell „connectivity“, it should sell what connectivity does 
(e.g. linking processes to consequences) 
 

Concluding remarks 
WG4 will continue to work on the review paper on existing indices; I have the impression that the 
Durham meeting gave some valuable impulses for this work. Another ThinkTank meeting is on the 
way, it will be hosted in spring 2016 by the University of Tallinn/Estonia. 

Keep in touch ! 

 tobias.heckmann@ku.de 
 francesco.brardinoni@unimib.it 
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